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***Ace the ISEE Upper Level Exam and Get the Results You Deserve***The ISEE Upper Level
Exam is a challenging test and your results can make a huge difference when it comes to your
future. If you do well on the exam, it can open doors and lead to wonderful opportunities. If you
do poorly on the exam, you will find yourself with a lot fewer options. You may have to put your
plans for the future on hold, or even give up on them altogether. Preparing for your exam with our
ISEE Upper Level Flashcard Study System can help you avoid this fate and give you a big
advantage when you sit down to take the test. Thousands of satisfied customers have relied on
Mometrix Flashcards to help them pass their exam, and now you can too.When you study with
these flashcards, you'll get an in-depth review of each section on the ISEE Upper Level
Exam.The Essay Writing section covers:Sentence VarietyRevision and EditingConventions of
written languageCombining sentences using conjunctionsSentence fragments and run-on
sentencesThe Mathematics Achievement section covers:Polygon, polyhedron, circle, sphere,
side, vertices, and facePoint, ray, line, angle, planeRelationships between polygonsTypes of
quadrilateralsVectorsUsing sine, cosine, and tangentGraphsLinear equation and linear
inequalityOrder of operations for numeric problemsSolving quadratic equationsCartesian
coordinate planeAnglesThe Quantitative Reasoning section covers:Types of
trianglesMatricesProbabilityNormal curve distributionHistogram and PictographsGraphing
functionsProportional relationshipsThe Reading Comprehension section covers:Prefix, suffix,
and root wordMultiple meaning wordsUniversal themesPoint of viewAnalogyParaphrasing and
summarizingCommon organizational methods that authors use to structure textFact vs.
opinionOrganizational structures of cause and effect and chronological order...and much more!
We believe in delivering lots of value for your money, so the ISEE Upper Level Flashcard Study
System is packed with the critical information you'll need to master in order to ace the ISEE
Upper Level Exam.Study after study has shown that spaced repetition is the most effective form
of learning, and nothing beats flashcards when it comes to making repetitive learning fun and
fast. ISEE Upper Level Flashcard Study System uses repetitive methods of study to teach you
how to break apart and quickly solve difficult test questions on the test.Our flashcards enable
you to study small, digestible bits of information that are easy to learn and give you exposure to
the different question types and concepts. With our flashcards, you'll be able to study anywhere,
whenever you have a few free minutes of time.Our company has helped thousands of people
achieve their education goals. ISEE Upper Level Flashcard Study System can help you get the
results you deserve.

Learn How to Quickly Solve Difficult ISEE Test QuestionsHere's a little "secret" about the ISEE:
the ISEE is what we in the test preparation field call a "general aptitude" test.While some tests



are looking to see what you already know, the purpose of the Independent School Entrance
Exam (ISEE), offered by the Educational Records Bureau (ERB), is to test your ability to learn.
The goal of the ISEE is to use a standardized testing process to create an objective assessment
of a test taker's knowledge and skills.In other words, it's more about your ability to learn and
process new information than what you know. This is good news for those who are serious about
being prepared, because it boils down to a very simple strategy:You can succeed on the ISEE
by preparing in depth for the different question types and being able to take difficult questions
and break them down into easier parts that you can quickly solve.Repetition and thorough
preparation is a process that rewards those who are serious about being prepared, which means
that succeeding on the ISEE is within the reach of virtually anyone interested in learning how to
handle any question they might face on test day.This is great news! It means that if you've been
worried about your upcoming ISEE, you can rest easy IF you have a good strategy for knowing
what to study and how to effectively use repetition to your advantage.But it also creates another
set of problems.If you tried to memorize every single possible thing you can for the ISEE, the
field of possible things to review would be so huge that you could not hope to cover everything in
a reasonable time.That's why we created the ISEE Flashcard Study System: we have taken all of
the possible topics and reduced them down to the hundreds of concepts you must know and
provided an easy-to-use learning method to guarantee success on the ISEE.We wanted this
system to be simple, effective, and fast so that you can succeed on your ISEE with a minimum
amount of time spent preparing for it. --Here Are Some of the Features of Our ISEE Flashcard
Study SystemStudy after study has shown that repetition is the most effective form of learning-
and nothing beats flashcards when it comes to making repetitive learning fun and
fastFlashcards engage more of your senses in the learning process- you "compete" with yourself
to see if you know the answers to the questions, and the flipping action gets you actively
involved in the learning processOur cards are printed on heavy, bright white 67 lb. cover stock,
and are laser printed at 1200 dpi on our industrial printers- these are professional-quality cards
that will not smear or wear out with heavy usageWe cover the major content areas on the
examOur flashcards include an edge that is micro-perforated, which means that you are much
less likely to have a painful papercut on your fingers when moving quickly through the cardsOur
cards are portable, making it easy for you to grab a few and study while waiting for the bus or the
doctor, or anywhere where you have a spare moment that would otherwise be wastedOur cards
are written in an easy to understand, straightforward style - we don't include any more technical
jargon than what you need to pass the testThe cards are a generous size- 3.67 x 4.25 inches-
they fit perfectly in your hands and they aren't so small that you have to use a magnifying glass
to read tiny type- all questions and answers are in a normal-size print for easy studyingOur
concept cards include in-depth explanations- you won't see any "one word" answers on our
cards that require you to go get a textbook to understand why your answer was wrong- all of our
cards include generous, thorough explanations so you not only get it right or wrong- but you also
know why!We use a font created by Microsoft to make reading easier- this will enable you to



absorb more information painlessly during late night study sessionsOur system enables you to
study in small, digestible bits of information- unlike using boring textbooks, flashcards turn
learning into a "game" you can play until you've mastered the materialIt's easy for a friend to help
you study- they don't even have to know anything about the ISEE- if they can read, then they can
quiz you with our flashcards!Now, let us explain what the ISEE Flashcard Study System is not. It
is not a comprehensive review of your education, as there's no way we could fit that onto a single
set of flashcards.Don't get us wrong: we're not saying that repetition will automatically result in a
passing ISEE score- you have to have some innate ability as well. However, without exposure to
the question types and concepts, you cannot possibly hope to do well on the test. After all, it's
hard to do well on test or prepare for it when you don't know what's going to be on it.ISEE
Flashcard Study System is a compilation of the hundreds of critical concepts you must
understand to pass the ISEE. Nothing more, nothing less. --If you think there's even the smallest
chance that these flashcards will help you, you owe it to yourself to try them out. Don't let fear or
doubt stand in the way of your opportunity to achieve the test score you need to fulfill your
dreams.--This text refers to the cards edition.
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Verbal Reasoning – Synonyms© Mometrix Media – flashcardsecrets.com/iseeISEE Upper
LevelDiscuss synonyms.Verbal Reasoning – SynonymsAs part of your exam, you need to
understand how words connect to each other. When you understand how words relate to each
other, you will discover more in a passage. This is explained by understanding synonyms. As an
example, dry and arid are synonyms, and dry and wet are antonyms. There are many pairs of
words in English that can be considered synonyms, despite having slightly different
definitions.For instance, the words friendly and collegial can both be used to describe a warm
interpersonal relationship, and one would be correct to call them synonyms. However, collegial
(kin to colleague) is often used in reference to professional or academic relationships, and
friendly has no such connotation.If the difference between the two words is too great, then they
should not be called synonyms. Hot and warm are not synonyms because their meanings are
too distinct. A good way to determine whether two words are synonyms is to substitute one word
for the other word and verify that the meaning of the sentence has not changed. Substituting
warm for hot in a sentence would convey a different meaning. Although warm and hot may seem
close in meaning, warm generally means that the temperature is moderate, and hot generally
means that the temperature is excessively high.Verbal Reasoning – Synonyms© Mometrix
Media – flashcardsecrets.com/iseeISEE Upper LevelExample 1Insatiable:A. CompensatedB.
ContentC. FulfilledD. UnsatisfiedVerbal Reasoning – SynonymsStrategy TipBefore you look at
the choices, try to think of a few words that could be a synonym for your question. Then, check
the choices for a synonym of the question. Some words may seem close to the question, but you
are looking for the best choice of a synonym. So, don’t let your first reaction be your final
decision.Example 1: D, UnsatisfiedVerbal Reasoning – Synonyms© Mometrix Media –
flashcardsecrets.com/iseeISEE Upper LevelExample 2Adherent:A. AntagonistB. DiscipleC.
PiquantD. ZealotVerbal Reasoning – SynonymsStrategy TipBefore you look at the choices, try to
think of a few words that could be a synonym for your question. Then, check the choices for a
synonym of the question. Some words may seem close to the question, but you are looking for
the best choice of a synonym. So, don’t let your first reaction be your final decision.Example 2: B,
DiscipleVerbal Reasoning – Synonyms© Mometrix Media – flashcardsecrets.com/iseeISEE
Upper LevelExample 3Protrude:A. ContractB. EvocativeC. SecedeD. SwellVerbal Reasoning –
SynonymsStrategy TipBefore you look at the choices, try to think of a few words that could be a
synonym for your question. Then, check the choices for a synonym of the question. Some words
may seem close to the question, but you are looking for the best choice of a synonym. So, don’t
let your first reaction be your final decision.Example 3: D, SwellVerbal Reasoning – Synonyms©
Mometrix Media – flashcardsecrets.com/iseeISEE Upper LevelExample 4Unkempt:A.
DisorderB. FlauntC. VolatileD. UnblemishedVerbal Reasoning – SynonymsStrategy TipBefore
you look at the choices, try to think of a few words that could be a synonym for your question.
Then, check the choices for a synonym of the question. Some words may seem close to the



question, but you are looking for the best choice of a synonym. So, don’t let your first reaction be
your final decision.Example 4: A, DisorderVerbal Reasoning – Sentence Completion© Mometrix
Media – flashcardsecrets.com/iseeISEE Upper LevelDiscuss synonyms.Verbal Reasoning –
Sentence CompletionOn your exam and in everyday life, you will be introduced to unfamiliar
words. Most of the time, the definition of an unknown word can be learned from context clues.
Context refers to how a word or phrase is used in a sentence. Understanding the context can
help you decide which word or phrase should go in the blank. There are different contextual
clues such as definition, description, example, comparison, and contrast. The following are
examples:· Definition: the unknown word is clearly defined by the previous words.“When he
was painting, his instrument was a ___.” (paintbrush)· Description: the unknown word is
described by the previous words.“I was hot, tired, and thirsty; I was ___.” (dehydrated)·
Example: the unknown word is part of a series of examples.“Water, soda, and ___ were the
offered beverages.” (coffee)· Comparison: the unknown word is compared to another
word.“Barney is agreeable and happy like his ___ parents.” (positive)· Contrast: the
unknown word is contrasted with another word.“I prefer cold weather to ___ conditions.”
(hot)Verbal Reasoning – Sentence Completion© Mometrix Media – flashcardsecrets.com/
iseeISEE Upper LevelExample 1Determine how to complete this sentence:As a man of
questionable morals, Evan had such a reputation for ___________ that Sarah gave
____________ to nothing that he told her.Verbal Reasoning – Sentence CompletionTo fill in the
blanks, you need to look at the context of the sentence. In this example, Evan, a man who has
little respect or poor character, is trying to tell something to Sarah. So, Sarah should be cautious
with anything that Evan explains to her. You know that Evan is a man of questionable morals. So,
you need to think of a synonym for questionable morals that will be logical in the sentence. If
Evan has a reputation for being duplicitous (i.e., lacking truthfulness) or hypocritical, then Sarah
should not give credence (i.e., belief) or certainty to anything that Evan explains to her.Verbal
Reasoning – Sentence Completion© Mometrix Media – flashcardsecrets.com/iseeISEE Upper
LevelExample 2Determine how to complete this sentence:When property is limited and the
population is constantly growing, real estate __________ typically __________ over time.Verbal
Reasoning – Sentence CompletionIn this example, you read of restrictions on availability of real
estate with a growing demand for housing. When there is a high demand for a product and the
product is not widely available, the product can become very expensive. So, you would look over
your answer choices and decide on a combination that relates to increasing demand for a
limited resource which leads to an increase in the resource’s value or price.Verbal Reasoning –
Sentence Completion© Mometrix Media – flashcardsecrets.com/iseeISEE Upper LevelExample
3Determine how to complete this sentence:He was modest about his accomplishments and did
not __________ a promotion to higher levels of responsibility.Verbal Reasoning – Sentence
CompletionIn this example, we have a gentleman who has the opportunity to acquire more
responsibility with a higher position in his company. However, he has been modest about his
skills and efforts that he has performed in the past. So, you will want to look over your answer



choices for something that has a connection to plans or strategy.Mathematics – Numbers and
Operations© Mometrix Media – flashcardsecrets.com/iseeISEE Upper LevelDiscuss natural
numbers, whole numbers, integers, rational numbers, irrational numbers, complex numbers, and
real numbers.Mathematics – Numbers and OperationsThere are several different kinds of
numbers. When you learn to count as a child, you typical start with Natural Numbers. These are
sometimes called “counting numbers” and begin with 1, 2, 3 … etc. Whole Numbers include all
natural numbers as well as 0. Integers include all whole numbers as well as their associated
negative values (…-2, -1, 0, 1, 2…). Fractions with an integer in the numerator and a non-zero
integer in the denominator are called Rational Numbers. Numbers such as π, that are non-
terminating and non-repeating and cannot be expressed as a fraction, are considered Irrational
Numbers. Any number that contains the imaginary number i, where and , is referred to as a
Complex Number. All natural numbers, whole numbers, integers, rational numbers, and irrational
numbers are Real Numbers; complex numbers are not real numbers.Mathematics – Numbers
and Operations© Mometrix Media – flashcardsecrets.com/iseeISEE Upper LevelDiscuss prime
and composite numbers.Mathematics – Numbers and OperationsAside from the number 1, all
natural numbers can either be classified as prime or composite. Prime Numbers are natural
numbers greater than 1 whose only factors are 1 and itself. On the other hand, Composite
Numbers are natural numbers greater than 1 that are not prime numbers. 1 is a special case in
that it is neither a prime number nor composite number. According to the Fundamental Theorem
of Arithmetic, every composite number can be uniquely written as the product of prime
numbers.Mathematics – Numbers and Operations© Mometrix Media – flashcardsecrets.com/
iseeISEE Upper LevelDefine the following common arithmetic terms specific to numbers:
integers, prime, composite, even, and odd.Mathematics – Numbers and OperationsNumbers
are the basic building blocks of mathematics. Specific features of numbers are identified by the
following terms:Integers – The set of positive and negative numbers, including zero. Integers do
not include fractions (), decimals (0.56), or mixed numbers ().Prime number – A whole number
greater than 1 that has only two factors, itself and 1; that is, a number that can be divided evenly
only by 1 and itself.Composite number – A whole number greater than 1 that has more than two
different factors; in other words, any whole number that is not a prime number. For example:
The composite number 8 has the factors of 1, 2, 4, and 8.Even number – Any integer that can be
divided by 2 without leaving a remainder. For example: 2, 4, 6, 8, and so on.Odd number – Any
integer that cannot be divided evenly by 2. For example: 3, 5, 7, 9, and so on.Mathematics –
Numbers and Operations© Mometrix Media – flashcardsecrets.com/iseeISEE Upper
LevelDefine decimal number, decimal point, and decimal place. Discuss the decimal
system.Mathematics – Numbers and OperationsDecimal number – a number that uses a
decimal point to show the part of the number that is less than one. Example: 1.234.Decimal
point – a symbol used to separate the ones place from the tenths place in decimals or dollars
from cents in currency.Decimal place – the position of a number to the right of the decimal point.
In the decimal 0.123, the 1 is in the first place to the right of the decimal point, indicating tenths;



the 2 is in the second place, indicating hundredths; and the 3 is in the third place, indicating
thousandths.The decimal, or base 10, system is a number system that uses ten different digits
(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9). An example of a number system that uses something other than ten
digits is the binary, or base 2, number system, used by computers, which uses only the numbers
0 and 1. It is thought that the decimal system originated because people had only their 10
fingers for counting.Mathematics – Numbers and Operations© Mometrix Media –
flashcardsecrets.com/iseeISEE Upper LevelList the four basic mathematical operations and give
examples of each.Mathematics – Numbers and OperationsThere are four basic mathematical
operations:Addition increases the value of one quantity by the value of another quantity.
Example: 2 + 4 = 6; 8 + 9 = 17. The result is called the sum. With addition, the order does not
matter. 4 + 2 = 2 + 4.Subtraction is the opposite operation of addition; it decreases the value of
one quantity by the value of another quantity. Example: 6 – 4 = 2; 17 – 8 = 9. The result is called
the difference. Note that with subtraction, the order does matter. 6 – 4 ≠ 4 – 6.Multiplication can
be thought of as repeated addition. One number tells how many times to add the other number
to itself. Example: 3 × 2 (three times two) = 2 + 2 + 2 = 6. With multiplication, the order does not
matter. 2 × 3 (or 3 + 3) = 3 × 2 (or 2 + 2 + 2).Division is the opposite operation of multiplication;
one number tells us how many parts to divide the other number into. Example: 20 ÷ 4 = 5; if 20 is
split into 4 equal parts, each part is 5. With division, the order of the numbers does matter. 20 ÷
4 ≠ 4 ÷ 20.Mathematics – Numbers and Operations© Mometrix Media – flashcardsecrets.com/
iseeISEE Upper LevelDiscuss absolute and addition and subtraction with signed
numbers.Mathematics – Numbers and OperationsA precursor to working with negative numbers
is understanding what absolute values are. A number’s Absolute Value is simply the distance
away from zero a number is on the number line. The absolute value of a number is always
positive and is written .When adding signed numbers, if the signs are the same simply add the
absolute values of the addends and apply the original sign to the sum. For example, and . When
the original signs are different, take the absolute values of the addends and subtract the smaller
value from the larger value, then apply the original sign of the larger value to the difference. For
instance, and .For subtracting signed numbers, change the sign of the number after the minus
symbol and then follow the same rules used for addition. For example, .Mathematics – Numbers
and Operations© Mometrix Media – flashcardsecrets.com/iseeISEE Upper LevelDiscuss
multiplication and division with signed numbers.Mathematics – Numbers and OperationsIf the
signs are the same the product is positive when multiplying signed numbers. For example, and .
If the signs are opposite, the product is negative. For example, and . When more than two
factors are multiplied together, the sign of the product is determined by how many negative
factors are present. If there are an odd number of negative factors then the product is negative,
whereas an even number of negative factors indicates a positive product. For instance,
and .The rules for dividing signed numbers are similar to multiplying signed numbers. If the
dividend and divisor have the same sign, the quotient is positive. If the dividend and divisor have
opposite signs, the quotient is negative. For example, .Mathematics – Numbers and



Operations© Mometrix Media – flashcardsecrets.com/iseeISEE Upper LevelDescribe
exponents and parentheses.Mathematics – Numbers and OperationsAn exponent is a
superscript number placed next to another number at the top right. It indicates how many times
the base number is to be multiplied by itself. Exponents provide a shorthand way to write what
would be a longer mathematical expression. Example: a2 = a × a; 24 = 2 × 2 × 2 × 2. A number
with an exponent of 2 is said to be “squared,” while a number with an exponent of 3 is said to be
“cubed.” The value of a number raised to an exponent is called its power. So, 84 is read as “8 to
the 4th power,” or “8 raised to the power of 4.” A negative exponent is the same as the reciprocal
of a positive exponent. Example: a-2 = 1/a2.Parentheses are used to designate which
operations should be done first when there are multiple operations. Example: 4 – (2 + 1) = 1; the
parentheses tell us that we must add 2 and 1, and then subtract the sum from 4, rather than
subtracting 2 from 4 and then adding 1 (this would give us an answer of 3).Mathematics –
Numbers and Operations© Mometrix Media – flashcardsecrets.com/iseeISEE Upper
LevelExplain the correct Order of Operations, including a discussion of PEMDAS.Mathematics –
Numbers and OperationsOrder of Operations is a set of rules that dictates the order in which we
must perform each operation in an expression so that we will evaluate it accurately. If we have
an expression that includes multiple different operations, Order of Operations tells us which
operations to do first. The most common mnemonic for Order of Operations is PEMDAS, or
Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally. PEMDAS stands for Parentheses, Exponents,
Multiplication, Division, Addition, Subtraction. It is important to understand that multiplication
and division have equal precedence, as do addition and subtraction, so those pairs of
operations are simply worked from left to right in order.Example: Evaluate the expression 5 + 20
÷ 4 × (2 + 3)² – 6 using the correct order of operations.P: Perform the operations inside the
parentheses, (2 + 3) = 5.E: Simplify the exponents, (5)² = 25.The equation now looks like this: 5
+ 20 ÷ 4 × 25 – 6.MD: Perform multiplication and division from left to right, 20 ÷ 4 = 5; then 5 ×
25 = 125.The equation now looks like this: 5 + 125 – 6.AS: Perform addition and subtraction
from left to right, 5 + 125 = 130; then 130 – 6 = 124.Mathematics – Numbers and Operations©
Mometrix Media – flashcardsecrets.com/iseeISEE Upper LevelList the laws of
exponents.Mathematics – Numbers and OperationsThe laws of exponents are as follows:1)
Any number to the power of 1 is equal to itself: a1 = a.2) The number 1 raised to any power is
equal to 1: 1n = 1.3) Any number raised to the power of 0 is equal to 1: a0 = 1.4) Add
exponents to multiply powers of the same base number: .5) Subtract exponents to divide
powers of the same number: .6) Multiply exponents to raise a power to a power: .7) If
multiplied or divided numbers inside parentheses are collectively raised to a power, this is the
same as each individual term being raised to that power: ; .Note: Exponents do not have to be
integers. Fractional or decimal exponents follow all the rules above as well.
Example: .Mathematics – Numbers and Operations© Mometrix Media – flashcardsecrets.com/
iseeISEE Upper LevelDiscuss roots and explain how they relate to exponents.Mathematics –
Numbers and OperationsA root, such as a square root, is another way of writing a fractional



exponent. Instead of using a superscript, roots use the radical symbol () to indicate the
operation. A radical will have a number underneath the bar, and may sometimes have a number
in the upper left: , read as “the nth root of a.” The relationship between radical notation and
exponent notation can be described by this equation: = a1/n. The two special cases of n = 2
and n = 3 are called square roots and cube roots. If there is no number to the upper left, it is
understood to be a square root (n = 2). Nearly all of the roots you encounter will be square
roots. A square root is the same as a number raised to the one-half power. When we say that a
is the square root of b (a = ), we mean that a multiplied by itself equals b: (a × a = b).A perfect
square is a number that has an integer for its square root. There are 10 perfect squares from 1
to 100: 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100 (the squares of integers 1 through 10).Mathematics –
Numbers and Operations© Mometrix Media – flashcardsecrets.com/iseeISEE Upper
LevelDefine the term factor, and explain common and prime factors with examples.Mathematics
– Numbers and OperationsFactors are numbers that are multiplied together to obtain a product.
For example, in the equation 2 × 3 = 6, the numbers 2 and 3 are factors. A prime number has
only two factors (1 and itself), but other numbers can have many factors.A common factor is a
number that divides exactly into two or more other numbers. For example, the factors of 12 are
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 12, while the factors of 15 are 1, 3, 5, and 15. The common factors of 12 and
15 are 1 and 3.A prime factor is also a prime number. Therefore, the prime factors of 12 are 2
and 3. For 15, the prime factors are 3 and 5.Mathematics – Numbers and Operations©
Mometrix Media – flashcardsecrets.com/iseeISEE Upper LevelDefine greatest common factor
(GCF) and least common multiple (LCM).
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DEJ.PhD, “This works. The ISEE flashcard system worked great; my child's scores increased
over the SSAT scores. This system will be useful as a refresher for any other standardized
testing systems.”

Crisantito L. Valencia, “Four Stars. Great supplement.”
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